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Bedroom Collection

A bedroom provides a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere to the person and
hence it should be properly furnished with the entire
A bedroom reflects a person’s style and personality. It reflects the nature of the
person staying in that room. Everything about the room has to be keeping in mind
his taste and likings. A child’s bedroom has to be more colorful and spacious while
a teenager’s bedroom should have furniture that provides storage space for books
and accessories. Therefore the furniture for the bedroom has to be chosen keeping
in mind the age and needs of the occupant.
Bedroom furniture is available in both traditional and contemporary styles. Also
custom made furniture is an option. The beauty and the high quality craftsmanship
are the two most important features of
A spacious bedroom may contain the following bedroom collection: Bed, wooden
library shelf, wooden dressing table, night stand, study table, television cabinet,
computer table, side table, sofa sets and cupboards. For creating a perfect
bedroom, at least few of the items are required in the bedroom furniture collection.
But for a great bedroom getaway, you will have to look further than the simple list.
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In addition to a simple regular dresser, a lingerie dresser, highboy dresser or an
armoire can be used to make a bigger impression.
The key to create a perfect bedroom suite is to get the entire bedroom collection at
once. There are many stores and websites that offer a wide range of bedroom
collection. They are in various shapes, sizes and colors. A person can choose and
pick from the wide collection to personalize his bedroom. If a person buys the
furniture for his bedroom from different manufacturers at different times, there is
often a mismatch among the furniture in the bedroom. This would not only make the
bedroom loose all his charm but also negate the beauty of the other furniture in the
bedroom. When buying the furniture for the bedroom, it is also very essential to
measure the exact dimensions of the various bedroom furniture set in order to
make sure that you buy the furniture that fir the bedroom perfectly.

Even though the beauty of the furniture is very vital, it is also important to purchase
quality piece of furniture that has been made by great craftsmanship. This ensures
long lasting of the furniture. Some furniture may look very good in the outside, but it
may not be prepared with skilled craftsmanship. Therefore a little research is
needed to know about the quality of the furniture before finalizing on the furniture to
buy to buy for the bedroom. Also great discounts and offers are given out by
various stores on the purchase of the complete bedroom collection. Hence buying
the entire bedroom collection can save up a lot of your income.

5 Ways To Brighten
Up Your Bedroom,
For Free!
The bedroom is the place we
spend most of our time, yet
also tends to be the most
neglected when it comes to
decorating. Nowadays, money
may be a significant factor!
Here are some great tips for
brightening up your space with
no money at all!

1.Rearrange! A new fresh
arrangement always makes a
room feel new. Don’t be afraid
to try new angles for your
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furniture…place your bed on a diagonal, or even right in the middle of the room!

2. Search your drawers for scarves, tablecloths, or even pillowcases that compliment your
color scheme. You can use things you already own to soften a dresser top or the edge of
your nightstand, or perhaps lay a pretty shawl over the foot of the bed. If you already have
throw pillows on your bed (if you don’t, it’s time to steal them from another room!) you can
also wrap these fabrics around the pillows for a new look, and just safety pin it in back.

3. Add a plant to your room. Look around your house to see if one of your existing plants
would be happier in your bedroom, then move it there! If you can’t find a plant ready for
relocation, make one! Many plants can be grown from cuttings, either your existing
houseplants, one a friend may let you cut, or even some outdoor plants. Ivy and many
shade groundcovers are very good houseplants. You can even relive your childhood a bit
and grow a cut potato, pineapple, or carrot tops in a pinch! For containers, look into your
kitchen cupboards. Old teapots and cups, glass bowls, even baking dishes can make
unique containers.
4. Add memorabilia to your
room. I keep a photo of each
one of my children when they
were small next to my bedside,
and it always makes me smile.
How about hanging your
wedding
veil
from
the
headboard, or framing your
wedding invitation or old love
letters?

5.Add scent. If you don’t have
any potpourri or incense in the
house, cut up some orange
peels and allow to dry, then mix
with whatever sweet spices you
have in your cupboard. (It only
takes a pinch, try cinnamon,
ginger, or allspice.) Place your potpourri in an open bowl in your room to freshen and
inspire! Later in the summer, make sure to include flowers in your room, if you don’t have
roses or other scented flowers in your yard, roadside daisies can smell great too!

Just a few small changes, no money involved, and a better, more positive place for you to
start and end each day!
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A Brief History Of The Linens You Use Everyday
Derived from Linum, the Latin word for the Flax plant, and the Greek Linon, Linen is a
fabric associated with woven textiles known for domestic materials used for bed, bathing,
and dйcor, such as towels, sheets, pillow
cases, and tablecloths. Past references to
linen, though, included lightweight
undergarments like chemises, waist
shirts, and lingerie.
Modern linen is composed of natural
fibers (Cotton, silk, modals, and
sometimes flax) and synthetic fibers
(polyester and rayon), although at one
time the fabric was made solely of fibers
from the flax plant (linum usitatisimum),
cotton, or hemp. In some cases, linen
was made of a combination of flax fiber,
cotton, and hemp. Now three thousand
years old, Flax is one of the oldest fibers
around and used in small amounts, so
combinations continue to be the tradition.
Bulk linen yarn is measured in the lea (symbol: NeL), which equals out to three hundred
yards per pound. This specific length (or indirect grist system, as which it is already
known) is the count of length units per unit mass. The measurement of lea is calculated as
thus: the length in the number of leas X 300. For example, forty lea handkerchiefs X 300 =
40X300= 12,000 yards per pound.
Linen was also used to make what were typically non-fabric items. During the Middle
Ages, books (Liber Linteus is the only book surviving made of this fabric), shields, and
gambeson were all made (either in whole in part) from linen, the last two due to their
strength. Nowadays, billiard cues are wrapped in Irish linen because of the absorbent
quality of the fabric. This works well with sweaty hands. Quality paper, too, is made of this
fiber, which explains why paper currency is 25% linen and 75% Cotton. Because of its flax
consistency, top-grade linen is firm and smooth.
For items composed of better-made material, it’s a good bet that the flax fiber is a part of
that intricate combination. Because of flax’s extensive age, Linen is undoubtedly one of the
oldest fabrics in the world. It’s understandable why such a fabric is still in use today.

A Good Bedroom Closet Design Will Eliminate the Need For Space
You can transform a bedroom closet design quickly, easily, and inexpensively by installing
a modular closet system. There are many competing storage systems and products, so
take a look at several systems before deciding.
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There are two main types of do-it-yourself systems; those made of ventilation coated-wire
components, and those made of solid particleboard components with a high pressureplastic laminate.

Mixing solid-wood components with wire shelves and rod makes sense some cases, for
instance…there are some items they want to look at and other they would like to store.
If you plan a system carefully, you can double the amount of storage area available.

It’s a good idea to have a few hooks but not too many or your closet will look messy. Slideout drawers may not be worth the cost; simple and cheap shelving usually work just as
well.
In addition to the usual bedroom closet design, think about under-the-bed storage, as well
as under the eaves if you have attic space. But also think about smaller pieces like file
cabinets, and freestanding storage.
A combination of drawers and cupboards, and open shelves with doors offers the most
flexibility. In most cases the easiest way to plan is to start with a shelf or drawer unit
somewhere in the middle. It often helps to divide a large closet in half or in thirds to make it
easier to find things.

A Guide To Bedroom Decorating
When decorating a bedroom, keep in mind that the end result should produce a disitnct
and memorable impression. Colors, space and decorations all set a bedroom's mood, and
when put together well, can create a definite, pleasurable look.
When it comes to the arrangement of items in a bedroom, symmetry is the most important
factor. The bedroom is your personal space and should not be cluttered with too many
objects creating a claustrophobic effect. For a room to seem personal, special touches
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should be added that reflect your special loves and interests. This includes your favorite
colors, books, photographs, etc. Make sure colors are balanced in subtle shades reflecting
your lifestyle and interests. The
older generation seems to prefer
more subdued shades than the
younger generation, who opt for
bright, textured colors. To maintain
balance, the color of a chair placed
at one end of the room can be
repeated on throw, pillows or carpet.
Furniture in the bedroom is of
utmost importance. Don't over do it
with too many pieces making your
bedroom look overdressed and
cluttered. The size of the bed should
be in proportion to the size of the
bedroom. What matters the most is
comfort. Therefore, a bed should
offer quality, comfort and a feeling
of elegance. Nightstands or side
tables should be on either side of the bed for books, medications and telephone.
A dressing table comes in handy for women, and dressers with lots of storage space are
ideal. Ample closet space is important, as are mirrors and wall decor. Mirrors help to give a
room a larger look and also help to reflect light. Lighting should be gentle and relaxing.
Valence lighting is ideal for bedrooms, and colored lights can be used for added effects.
Subtle light gives a romantic feeling to the room, and focused light is good for detail work
like reading without disturbing someone sleeping in the room.
Finally, a bedroom should be well-ventilated, designed for comfort and always stocked
with a vase of flowers for a fresh feeling.

A Guide To Buying A Down
Comforter
Eiderdown Luxury Down Comforter is the
finest, warmest and most rare down comforter
in the world. Filled with Eider down from the
Icelandic Eider duck, the down is hand
harvested from the ducks' nests in the North
Atlantic. With a 100% silk, 300 thread count
comforter covering and satin piping, these
ultra luxurious comforters provide excellent
thermal insulation, and the comforter itself
weighs next to nothing.
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Eight-inch box-stitched squares allow the down to keep its loft, while preventing it from
shifting around within the comforter. This is a hypoallergenic, heirloom down comforter for
someone who wants and deserves nothing but the very best.

Siberian down is the very best goose down for comforters. There are various kinds of
goose down, and Siberian is considered to be the top of the ladder, and will be lighter,
warmer and will appear "puffier".

Covered with an extraordinarily high thread count 644 silk shantung and cotton mixture,
the cover can double as a dust mite barrier. The baffled box construction allows for
maximum lofting and resilience. They have been subjected to the most stringent washing
standards, resulting in a hypoallergenic, luxurious bed comforter of superb quality.

Pearl Crescent Allergy-free Down Comforter- A very high quality hypoallergenic goose
down comforter with 330 thread count long staple Egyptian cotton sateen fabric, and
features satin piping around the edges. The hexagon baffling design keeps the soft down
interior aloft. These comforters are filled with Hypodown - a clean blend of pure 80%
Hungarian goose down and 20% syriaca clusters (the soft hollow fibers of the milkweed
plant).

The resulting blend of fill wicks moisture away from your body far more quickly than either
down or synthetics. It is lightweight to encourage circulation and makes very sumptuous
comforters. Choose from Southern, Classic, or Arctic weight.

Harvester Allergy-free Down
Comforters - For those who
want
the
best
quality
hypoallergenic,
real goose
down
comforters
with
a
chemical free outer cover. The
unbleached, undyed chemical
free 312 thread count comforter
fabric makes it the perfect
choice for a natural night's
sleep. These comforters are
edged with cambric cotton
piping, stitched with an elegant
baffled box design, and have
Hypodown fill - a clean blend of
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pure 80% Hungarian goose down and 20% syriaca clusters (the soft hollow fibers of the
milkweed plant).

The down is de-dusted and gently washed up to 8 times in an environmentally friendly
cleansing solution and rinsed three times. This cleaning process and renders the down pH
neutral. Choose from Southern, Classic, or Arctic weight.

Embrace yourself with the unsurpassed comfort of TempraKON’s Siberian down
comforter. This comforter is hypoallergenic and uses NASA technology in the surface of its
100% cotton cover to remove and release heat when you need it most. Enjoy a cozy
night’s sleep with your choice of summer, winter or year-round weight.

Hyperclean Goose Down Comforter - For an allergy sufferer who likes warmth, these
hypoallergenic goose down comforters feature a hyperclean cleaning process. The down
is washed up to 8 times to render it pH neutral, resulting in hypoallergenic bed comforters
with a 30 day allergy-free warranty and 15 year limited warranty. The outer layer is made
of 100% cotton and provides a superior barrier cover of 330 thread count to keep the down
in.
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